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A C HOOO !



Victor the Virus snuck 
into a, slimy, icky, 
sticky nose. 

And he had a 
few tricks up 
his sleeve!



My plan begins 
now!
MWA HAHAHA



Victor decided to 
travel into the 
nose and through 
the human’s body

When all of a 
sudden he found
a cell



He tried to get in but Peter Channel, and the other 
channel proteins stopped him. Now he had to find a 
new way in. 

Hmm… How 

am I going 

to get in?



Victor the virus decided to wear a 
disguise so that he could get in without 
being recognized 

Hi, Peter!

Oh! 
Hi larry!

P.Channel



Who are 
you?

What do 
you want 
with our 
cell?

I’m just a regular 
molecule. I feel sick 
today and want to go 
home. 

P.Channel

Victor was questioned on who he was, but he 
knew he had to keep his secrete 



Having fooled the 
proteins, Victor 
snuck inside the 
cell’s Nucleus NUCLEUS

Inside the Nucleus the 
cell holds the 
instructions to make 
everything in the cell, 
the Genetic code.



GATACAA
ATTAGAT
CGATACA
CCAGCAT
TATTGCA
ATAATGA
TATTATA
TATAGAG
AGATATA Inside the Nucleus, 

the virus hacks the 
Genetic code so he 
can use the cell to 
make whatever he 
needs.



Victor made hundreds of copies of himself. Now he 
has an army to take over the cell. 



NUCLEUS
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With the help of his army, Victor 
took over the cell, taking all of 
the good proteins as prisoners.



To take over other cells, the virus 
used the cells factories to 
construct a protein shell that could 
more easily fool the protein 
channels of other cells. 

Go, take 
over other 
cells!



Victor the virus, set camp on the cell,and set another 
group to invade the neighboring cell. 

Victor’s plan was on full motion.
Who could stop him now?



Thank you 
for your 
service, 
you may 
enter at 
once.

We bring 
nutrients 
for the 
Nucleus!



You owe me some 
Hydrogen Bonds!

Wow, that's a sweet 
protein carrier, bro!

Without anyone noticing, the virus convoy went 
directly to the nucleus to take over this cell.



NUCLEUS
Officer Catalase was 
patrolling the cell in his 
Liposome, when he 
stumbled upon the Virus 
convoy.

Get out of 
the protein 
carrier and 
show me 
identification.



Hold it right 
there!

The Virus convoy had no 
other option, but to run from 
Officer Catalase.



Officer Catalase, brought a virus to the nucleus. Here 
General RNA Polymerase could study him and develop 
an Antibody to defend the body against this pesky 
virus.

I will 
develop an 
Antibody at 
once

I have 
identified the 
weakness, Sir.



      

      
RNA Polymerase modified the 
Genetic code, like Victor did. 
This time, to develop an 
Antibody that could defeat 
Victor.



NUCLEUS Endoplasmic Reticulum

RNA Polymerase sent the plans for 
the Antibody from the Nucleus to 
the Endoplasmic Reticulum. This is 
the biggest, most important factory 
in the cell. 



      

      

In the Endoplasmic Reticulum, the 
Ribosomes use the instructions to 
synthesize the Antibody.



      

      

The Antibody is then transported in a transport vesicle to the 
Golgi Apparatus, where it is modified and packaged for 
deployment.



      

      



      

      



      

      

      

      

The Antibodies were then ready to be 
sent to help the other cell, where 
Victor had set camp.



      

      

      

      

  The Antibodies were so 
powerful that Victor the 
Virus and his friends were 
captured very quickly! 



NUCLEUS

The Antibody finally removed Victor and his friends and took 
them to a place where they can’t harm any cells again!

      

      



The

End

HELPPPP!


